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Total Reach*

863,429
Total Engagement**

660,641

Below are the figures for the total reach and total engagement across all products
where your company has appeared.

* Total reach figures include publication appearances, email campaigns, website and social media postings
** Total engagement across all products where your company has appeared 
(PageSuite, HTML, pdf, website, email and social media)
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Total Publication & eBook Reach

409,870
Total Publication & eBook Engagement

659,828

Below are the figures for the total reach and total engagement for the 
individual publications where your company has appeared.

EMAIL OPENS

8,651
CLIENT PAGEVIEWS

753

Health Europa Quarterly 
Issue 08 - 

Total Reach

66,433
Total Engagement

67,899

Above are the figures for the total reach and total engagement across all products where your 
company has appeared.

EMAIL OPENS

5,852
CLIENT PAGEVIEWS

7,243

Health Europa Quarterly 
Issue 10 - 

Total Reach

66,433
Total Engagement

177,454
EMAIL OPENS

6,653
CLIENT PAGEVIEWS

3,118

Health Europa Quarterly 
Issue 11 - 

Total Reach

114,479
Total Engagement

188,535
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EMAIL OPENS

11,745
CLIENT PAGEVIEWS

1,325

Medical Cannabis 
Network  Quarterly 

Issue 01 - 

Total Reach

114,479
Total Engagement

149,283
EMAIL OPENS

11,745
CLIENT PAGEVIEWS

2,004

Medical Cannabis 
Network  Quarterly 
Issue 02 - 

Total Reach

114,479
Total Engagement

67,023
EMAIL OPENS

4,376
CLIENT PAGEVIEWS

5,258

New Frontier Data eBook

Total Reach

66,433
Total Engagement

9,634



Below is the search result for the link 
https://www.healtheuropa.eu/industrial-hemp-revolution/92912/
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PAGE AUTHORITY
This predicts how well a specific page will rank
on search engine result pages (SERP). Scores
range from one to 100 but while higher scores
correspond to a greater ability to rank there

isn’t necessarily a good or bad PA score, and it
is best used as a comparative tool.

DOMAIN AUTHORITY
A score that predicts how well a website will

rank on search engine result pages (SERP). It
can be used when comparing websites or for

tracking the “ranking strength” of a website over
time. A DA score of between 50 and 60 is

considered good, while 40 to 50 is average.

37

53
LINKING DOMAINS
This is a count of all of the other websites

(unique root domains) that link to your site. If
your URL has 10 linking root domains, that

means that there are 10 domains with at least
one link back to your site.

25
INBOUND LINKS

29
RANKING KEYWORDS

23



Below is the search result for the link 
https://www.healtheuropa.eu/canadian-cannabis-cultivators-spy-opportunity-in-europe/95439/
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PAGE AUTHORITY
This predicts how well a specific page will rank
on search engine result pages (SERP). Scores
range from one to 100 but while higher scores
correspond to a greater ability to rank there

isn’t necessarily a good or bad PA score, and it
is best used as a comparative tool.

DOMAIN AUTHORITY
A score that predicts how well a website will

rank on search engine result pages (SERP). It
can be used when comparing websites or for

tracking the “ranking strength” of a website over
time. A DA score of between 50 and 60 is

considered good, while 40 to 50 is average.

37

53
LINKING DOMAINS
This is a count of all of the other websites

(unique root domains) that link to your site. If
your URL has 10 linking root domains, that

means that there are 10 domains with at least
one link back to your site.

9
INBOUND LINKS

18
RANKING KEYWORDS

21



Below is the search result for the link 
https://www.healtheuropa.eu/applying-data-address-europes-burgeoning-cbd-market/98012/
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PAGE AUTHORITY
This predicts how well a specific page will rank
on search engine result pages (SERP). Scores
range from one to 100 but while higher scores
correspond to a greater ability to rank there

isn’t necessarily a good or bad PA score, and it
is best used as a comparative tool.

DOMAIN AUTHORITY
A score that predicts how well a website will

rank on search engine result pages (SERP). It
can be used when comparing websites or for

tracking the “ranking strength” of a website over
time. A DA score of between 50 and 60 is

considered good, while 40 to 50 is average.

35

53
LINKING DOMAINS
This is a count of all of the other websites

(unique root domains) that link to your site. If
your URL has 10 linking root domains, that

means that there are 10 domains with at least
one link back to your site.

8
INBOUND LINKS

11
RANKING KEYWORDS

18



Below is the search result for the link 
https://www.healtheuropa.eu/eu-cbd-archetypes-new-frontiers-latest-cbd-market-report/98281/
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PAGE AUTHORITY
This predicts how well a specific page will rank
on search engine result pages (SERP). Scores
range from one to 100 but while higher scores
correspond to a greater ability to rank there

isn’t necessarily a good or bad PA score, and it
is best used as a comparative tool.

DOMAIN AUTHORITY
A score that predicts how well a website will

rank on search engine result pages (SERP). It
can be used when comparing websites or for

tracking the “ranking strength” of a website over
time. A DA score of between 50 and 60 is

considered good, while 40 to 50 is average.

35

53
LINKING DOMAINS
This is a count of all of the other websites

(unique root domains) that link to your site. If
your URL has 10 linking root domains, that

means that there are 10 domains with at least
one link back to your site.

8
INBOUND LINKS

8
RANKING KEYWORDS

22



Total Digital Reach

453,559
Total Digital Engagement

813

Above are the figures for the total reach and total engagement across all products where your 
company has appeared.D
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Web Banner - 
Medical Cannabis Network

Total Reach

206,610
Total Engagement

231
Web Banner - 

Medical Cannabis Network
Total Reach

2,549
Total Engagement

22

Partner Profile - 
Medical Cannabis Network

Total Engagement

395

Web Banner - 
Medical Cannabis Network

Total Reach

244,400
Total Engagement

165



Digital statistics provided by Pan European Networks are correct at
the time of issue using online facilities such as Google Analytics. The
company has an anti-spam policy that complies with data protection

advice and legislation. Pan European Networks does not offer
predictive visitor figures at or following the point of sale. It is

recommended that the advertiser follows all visitor data to its own
website and all associated social media accounts.


